
Figure 15.2 Shows that increasing the diversity of the basis set lowers
The HF-SCF energy considerably, but comes nowhere near the exact
experimental energy, regardless of the basis set size

This proves that electrons
are particles, not clouds!
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Other properties get WORSE as basis increased!



If electron-correlation is added 
to the wavefunction, all 
properties converge to 
experimentally observed values.

B3LYP is the most popular DFT 
method;  
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 
99.87% of experiment;
Takes 5 sec on a PC  



Basis Sets  
For all methods, choice of basis set must be done:
MOi = ϕi = linear combination of STOs or Gaussian type functions (GTFs)

(LC-STO, LC-GTF)
This includes Density Functional Theory (DFT) in which one does not 
have a wave function, yet works with Kohn-Sham orbitals, which are 
a fictitious reference system of non-interaction electrons of no 
physical significance allow one to construct the exact density (if and 
when someone learns how).  There is no wavefunction in DFT

Diatomic basis functions are STOs

Typically use Gaussian Type Functions for non-linear larger triatomic 
and larger linear combinations of LC-GTF, because of the large 
number of e-e repulsion integrals that are very time-consuming for 
STOs.

a “primitive” GTF on atom b:  
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If i + j+ k = 0, it is an    s    GTF
If i + j+ k = 1, it is a     p    GTF only 3
If i + j+ k = 2, it is a      d   GTF typically 6 ( 6 ways i+j+k =2

If i + j+ k = 3, it is an    f    GTF typically 10  ( 10 ways i+j+k =3)

etc.
e.g., the 6 d functions are : x2, y2, z2, xy, xz, yz
used to seeing  5 = xy, xz, yz, x2-y2, r2-3z2 i.e., "dz2"

which are all linear combinations of the 6 GTFs

The 6th wheel is x2 + y2 + z2 = r2, i.e., another s type (not d)

Requires more GTFs than STOs, but no 4-center e-e repulsion 
(rs|tu) to calculate because product of 2 Gaussians is another Gaussian centered in at 
different place.

In practice contracted GTFs (CGTFs) are used as the basis functions.
A CGTF =    

and the dµp are constants previously optimized for the given basis set and never change.
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Some TERMS

minimal basis  e.g., STO-3g
double zeta    DZ ( DZ stands for double zeta;  what's zeta? ς Often 
used as the orbital exponent instead of α); DZ means two different 
sizes of everything; TZ =triple zeta= 3 different sizes, etc.
quadruple        QZ

5Z
6Z

split valence     VDZ, VTZ, etc.  inner shells are typically a single function
but valence shell gets multiple zeta

Examples: 3-21g : inner shells 1 contracted GTF (CGTF) made of 3 primitive GTFs
Valence shell is double zeta: 1 CGTF made of 2 primitive GTFs

and one made of 1 primitive GTF
6-31g : inner shells 1 contracted GTF (CGTF) made of 6 primitive GTFs

Valence shell is double zeta: 1 CGTF made of 3 primitive GTFs
and one made of 1 primitive GTF





More TERMS

Polarization Basis sets

The previous page was about changing the size of orbitals without change in 
shape.  But when in a molecule, the electron density on an atom is not the same 
as an isolated atom.  This is accomplished by adding orbitals that have d character 
in the first row, and p character for H.

Examples:   6-31g* = 6-31g(d) adds 6 d-type GTFs for the atoms Li-Ca, and 10 f-
type GTFs for Sc-Zn.

6-31g** = 6-31g(d,p) adds p character to H, in addition.

Diffuse Basis Sets

Anions particularly benefit from include large basis functions.
e.g, 6-31+g includes extra large s and p functions on heavy atoms, 
and 6-31++g in addition at a diffuse s orbital to H 



Even Larger Basis sets
For example 6-311++G(3df,3pd)  is triple zeta set defined for H-Ar, that provides 
diffuse functions on all atoms, 3 sets of d and 1 set of f functions to non-H atoms, 
and 3 sets of p functions, 1 set of d functions for H.  This also called a VTZ3PD, 
meaning valence triple zeta with triple polarization and diffuse on all atoms.

The above were developed by Pople.

Dunning and co-workers developed as series of basis functions denoted cc-pVnZ:
i.e., cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ...,cc-pV6Z, which stand for correlation-consistent, polarized valence 
double-zeta , etc.
These basis sets were specifically designed to be used with methods that introduce 
electron correlation.  Each set increases the orbital types as follows:
cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ ,           cc-pV5Z cc-pV6Z
[3s2p1d]      [4s3p2d1f] ]      [5s4p3d2f1g]   [6s5p4d3f2g1h] [7s6p5d4f3g2h1i]

The number and degree of polarization (angular momentum) function increases rapidly 
from left to right, meaning more nodes, which is what is needed to introduce fine-grained 
correlation (better dodging).  Doing a series of calculations with these basis sets on a 
molecule allow smooth extrapolation to what may be considered a near exact value.

If diffuse functions are added to the cc-pVnZ sets, they are called aug- cc-pVnZ.



Some General Terms
Names key words

method/basis                      for example:                 hf/6-31g*

single point
geometry optimization                                                      opt 
vibrational frequency (must be opt first)                        freq
transition state search
reaction path following
potential energy surface
solvation

Open Shell Calculations ( some MOs have only 1 electron)

ROHF (restricted open shell)  means electrons with opposite spin in 
same MO have the same spatial orbital.  

UHF (unrestricted HF) means alpha and beta spins may have 
different spatial functions, thereby giving a slightly lower energy.
(but, will not usually be eigenfunctions of the S2 operator (i.e., 
neither singlet or triplet, for example)

http://gaussian.com/keywords/
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